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Abstract
This (position)paper claims that the role of Natural
Language in a hyper-media information system is to
provide, at each moment, a context-sensitive
navigation point, i.e., a hypertext node in which the
relevance of hyperlinks is justified with respect to the
context of the interaction. It acts as the primary entry
point for the user to the various pages that constitute
an information service. We call context the collection
of features that determine the desirable content and
form of the information.
We describe an experiment based on an existing
information server showing how to capture contextual
parameters and how to render them in a context-
sensitive entry point to information. The key to our
approach is a model of competition for attention
between software agents, the outcome of which is
reflected in a weighted topic structure, annotated with
text templates. The annotated topic structure is the
basis for generating a context-sensitive navigation
node by a process of template expansion and
aggregation.

humanized interfaces and intelligent agents that act as
personalised and adaptive assistants to the user. The
underlying assumption is that contextual parameters must
influence information provision. Context includes static
models and highly dynamic parameters.

Our research fits in a broader picture of what will be the
future networks. We think of it as turning the network
inside-out: rather than having users looking for
information, we think of it as a huge collection of agents
(encapsulating information and services) looking for users.
In a nutshell we emphasize that the user’s attention is
limited and that agents must compete for this attention,
based on how they judge themselves relevant and
competent to interact with that user in the context that this
one finds herself in.

This paper claims that the role of Natural Language in a
hyper-media information system is to provide, at each
moment, a context for relevant information. Natural
language is ideally suited to communicate in a compact
form the reason why a particular information page is likely
to be useful to the user in the context she finds herself in. It
can also express a variety of balances between topics and
uses, sensitive to the various contextual dimensions.

1. Introduction

1.1 Problem statement: context for information
With the rapid increase of information available through
networks, Internet and Intranets in particular, the users of
this information face the critical problem of getting the
right information at the right time in the right form. A
variety of tools are being developed to alleviate some of
these problems, most notably a number of search engines --
AltaVista, Yahoo! and their likes -- that allow for users to
locate relevant information rapidly. The impressive
exploratory power of such engines, however, does not
compensate for the lack of precision in the retrieval.
Clearly the net knows too little of its user to perfectly serve
its needs, let alone to take initiatives itself. Recent
advances in human-computer interaction are promising
serious enhancements in that respect, in particular through

1.2 Solution: context-sensitive navigation point

We propose to add a contextual frame to existing
information servers. It provides the user with a context-
sensitive navigation point, i.e., a hypertext node in which
the relevance of hyperlinks is justified with respect to the
context of the interaction. It acts as the primary entry point
for the user to the various pages that constitute an
information service. We do not intend to extend our line of
reasoning to all pages on the multi-media networks but,
instead, want to be able to use our approach on top of any
existing information service. This idea is illustrated
through a new interface we created for an existing
information server.

The existing application is an interactive information
server for Brussels’ summer movie festival, Ecran Total
(Geldof 1996). The user can find information about the
movies on show in the festival, both regarding the contents
and the practical issues. A typical movie page of the
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existing application is integrated in figure 1. The various
page types are interconnected via hyperlinks. The
navigation structure, shown in figure 3 (cf. infra) gives 
overview of the existing application.

Our aim is to provide a user with an indication of why
certain elements of information in the Ecran programme
are considered useful. For example when the user intends
to choose a movie to see that very evening, the list of
movies showing that day is obviously relevant. An advice
agent may infer from that user’s profile that she may
particularly like one specific movie because her favorite
actor plays in it. When the user does not live nearby the
cinema, some information on how to get there may also be
useful. This interpretation of the context might be reflected
to the user in a navigation node as "Several movies are
showing today, but you may be particularly interested in
.rr~, featuring Alain Depardieu (you may check
this opinion here). It shows at 8.30 in Arenberg (see map
and public transportation)." In this example the hyperlinks
point to the actual information pages, while the text
justifies the usefulness of the information or service with
respect to the context of the user.

The new interface of the Ecran Total information server
(see figure 1) consists of 3 panes, one for the context
sensitive navigation point (context pane, top right), one for
the existing information server (text pane, bottom right)
and one for the topic structure (topic pane, left). The topic
pane refers explicitly to the different aspects of the
information. When clicking on items of the topic structure
(cf. infra), the user gets in the context pane the context-
sensitive navigation point for that particular topic. The
hyperlinks that are embedded in the context pane link to
the various pages provided by the information service, and
that are displayed in the text pane.

In the next section we explain our approach to realise
this solution, while following sections will further
elaborate on particular technical aspects of that approach.

1.3 Approach: capturing and rendering context

1.3.1 Definition of’context’
We call context the collection of features that determine
the desirable content and form of the information. This
context is obviously broader than the user alone. It has
many aspects, which we can group along 3 dimensions:
- general user characteristics: those are more or less static,
i.e. stable across different interaction sessions, like
language preference, user acquaintance with the subject or
the system;
- situation specific features: time of use, place of use,
hardware and software used, weather conditions, and so on;

teleological features: these are dynamic and typically
evolve during a single interaction session. They reflect
goals of user and system, i.e., what is the desired - by the
user - usage of the info (eg. is the user looking for a movie
to see tonight or is she interested in what type of movies
the festival is providing?), and what is it intended for - by

the system or its designer (eg. a system goal could be to
advise the user about a particular movie to see). ~.

The more contextual parameters a system can take into
account, the more context sensitive it will be. The
experiment described in this paper focuses on the user’s
topic preferences and goals, but the approach is such that it
can easily be extended to other contextual parameters.

1.3.2 Capturing and rendering ’context’
To realize this, we need to find a way of capturing the

contextual parameters, to select useful information and
services, and to tie them together in a coherent context-
sensitive hypertext node. This node should reflect the
proper balance between potentially relevant elements.

The context is represented as a tri-dimensional space of
which essential characteristics need to be captured through
’sensors’. In our experiment they are captured by observing
the user’s browsing behaviour in the catalog. This behavior
is used as an indication of topic preferences and user goals,
and represented as a weighted topic structure.
This representation creates the framework for a
competition amongst agents. In principle the collection of
agents is an open one. In this experiment 6 agents come
into play, competing for ’doing their thing’ to the user. The
outcome of the competition is an annotated topic structure:
each topic node is linked to text templates and schemata,
contributed by the various agents. These are the basis for
putting the information in context, for example by
expressing what features of the user’s context deem a
particular page interesting or useful to the user. Finally, the
annotated topic structure is expanded into a full-blown
hypertext by the aggregation of the templates. The
recursive depth of the aggregation is, in turn, determined
by the weights on the topic structure. In this way, the user
feedback is the motor of the dynamics of the whole system.

The followin~ fi~ure summarizes our approach:

h~rlext

Figure 2: Overview of our approach to generate context
sensitive navigation points.

Section 2 explains how agent competition reflects the
dynamics of contextual parameters and results in a scheme
of what information will be presented. Section 3 is about
the natural language generation techniques. The paper
concludes with an assessment of the present direction and
an indication of future work.

The idea of competing user and system goals appears also
in (Knott et al. 1996) where the system goals need to 
pursued opportunistically wrt user goals
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Figure 1: 3-pane window for a typical Ecran Total movie page. The context-pane supposes a user who is
primarily interested in the contents of movies.

2. Agent competition creates an annotated
topic structure

In what follows we will describe the mechanisms
underlying the realization of context sensitive navigation
nodes for an information server as exemplified above. First
we introduce the notions of topic and navigation structure.
Then we explain how an information server can be viewed
as a collection of software agents, competing for the user’s
attention. We explain how this competition results in an
annotated topic structure, which is the basis for our text
generation strategy (Section 3).

2.1 Topic structure

The topic structure of an information server expresses what
the information is all about. It is, in our demonstration, a
hierarchical structure of topics and subtopics. The notion of
topic structure is related to that of ontology, which has

been proposed as in important modeling principle in the
effort to reuse and share information or knowledge (Gruber
1993, (Benjamin et al. 1996) and is also becoming a basic
instrument in state of the art text generation systems
(Sheremetyeva & Nirenburg 1996). The topic structure
shows the objects of the discourse as the leaves of a tree
hierarchy relating them through higher level concepts.
Figure 3 shows how the topic structure for the Ecran
application relates to the navigation structure of the server.
Note that a single topic can be touched upon in multiple
pages in the navigation structure. Similarly a single page
does not correspond to a single topic.

For the Ecran festival, there are 3 main information
topics about movies: programmation, production, contents.
For instance, the information about when and where a
particular movie will be shown belongs to the
programmation aspect (particular to this festival), on the
other hand, the plot of the movie or the category to which it
belongs pertains to the contents of the movie, what can be
told about the movie in a more general way. Details about
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Figure 3: Mapping of the navigation structure on the topic structure in the Ecran Total application

the director, the year and place in which the movie has
been realized constitute the production aspects.

2.2 Software agents competing for attention

The basic idea in our approach to interfacing large scale
networks to its users is to view it as a large collection of
software agents competing for the users’ attention. In
general ’an agent is an electronic representative of a
particular interest’ (Van de Velde 1996). The agent has the
purpose to serve (or defend) that interest, on behalf of its
owner (not necessarily the user). Whereas a passive
information system can not be said to have a goal of its
own, in this view both user and system have their goals.

Every software agent therefore needs to evaluate its
relevance for interacting with a particular user in a
particular context. Moreover, every software agent must
consider its competence for doing so. For example, an
agent may find it relevant to make a better offer on a
product to a user, but if the price is already too low it can
not.

Consider the Ecran Total application as a collection of
agents competing for the attention of the user. More
precisely, there are six software agents: three information
agents, and three task agents. From the topic structure we
derive three information agents, each of them specialized
in a major topic (programmation, production or contents).
These agents serve the interest of the information provider
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and compete to provide as much information as possible on
their topic. For an information agent the relevance is
related to the expected usefulness of its topic in the context
of the user. The competence is related mainly to
availability of the information (and therefore mostly
constant in this application).

The task agents constitute a second class of agents in the
Ecran Total application. Task agents provide a value-added
service to the user, although they really serve the festival
organizer’s interest. The advice agent recommends from
the programme those movies that a user may particularly
like. The agenda agent maintains a user’s movie-going
agenda, and sends reminders for sessions that the user has
indicated she wants to attend. The advertising agent,
finally, throws teasers to the user about upcoming movies.

Since agents have to evaluate their relevance &
competence w.r.t, the context of the user, this context is a
key issue. We will now focus on the way in which
elements of the user’s context are captured. Central to these
processes is the topic structure which is, first, weighted by
observing the user’s browsing behavior, and then
accordingly annotated by the various agents with the text
templates that they want to communicate to the user. The
following paragraphs elaborate on these two steps.

Our setup allows for 2 ways to find out about the
context. Every click of the user in the topic pane
contributes weight to the corresponding node in the topic
structure. We thus assume that the nodes she clicks on are
the topics she is most interested in. After some time of
interaction in that way, the system can extract a profile of
the user in terms of a weighted topic structure. The second
way to capture context parameters occurs while the user
freely navigates through the catalog: her clicks on
particular pages can also be related to the main topics, as
the mapping in figure 3 (navigation- topic structure)
suggests. Note that it is assumed that for every page type in
the catalog it is defined which topics are represented on it.

2.3 From weighted topic structure to annotated
topic structure

The weighted topic structure reflects, at each moment, the
user’s preferred topics and, indirectly, her objectives.
These weights can be used in a straightforward manner by
the agents to evaluate their relevance scores. For example,
when a topic has received a high weight, the corresponding
topic agent will be obviously relevant. When a user goal
relates to a particular task agent, this agent will also have a
high relevance score. The story is slightly more
complicated for the task agents. Topic weights capture
topic preferences of the user during a session. These do
not, however, indicate directly what this user is up to. We
assume that, whenever the information needs of a task
agent overlap significantly with the topics that the user
seems interested in, the agent and user have similar
objectives. This will increase the relevance of the
corresponding task agent.

Competence values are usually more agent-specific. For
the topic agents it depends on availability of information.

Since they all have a similar amount of information about
all the movies of the festival, their competence score is
stable. Since the advice agent works by comparing user
profiles its competence depends on the size of the present
user’s profile. In other words, if the agent knows little
about a user it can not give good advice, although doing so
may be relevant. Similar analyses can be made for the
other task agents.

Based on competence and relevance values agents
decide what they want to say about a particular topic. In
this way, the topic structure is annotated with various text
templates, contributed by the different agents. For example,
if the production agent finds it particularly relevant for this
user to say something about the producer it will annotate
the ’production’ topic with the template ’mind that’ to be
completed with the standard template ’the movie was
produced by (director) in (year) in (country)’. Task 
will contribute their own topic structure, for example for
referring to the ’best of today’s movies’ and the actors
featuring in it (see the example in the introduction).

3. Flexible hyper-text generation

In this section we will propose a text generation strategy
allowing to generate context-sensitive hypertext
navigation-points as described in the previous sections. The
text generation strategy takes as input the weighted and
annotated topic structure to reflect the outcome of agents’
competition and thus presents the information in a way that
fits the actual context. Since it needs to operate in the (real-
time) application area of navigation and browsing, the
strategy has to satisfy one major requirement: efficiency.
Given the state of the art in text generation technology, it is
not realistic to use full text generation, neither at sentence
nor at discourse level. In (Reiter 1995) it has been
argumented that using templates in combination with text
generation techniques is a reasonable compromise. This
hypothesis has been confirmed in practise by well-known
hypertext generation systems (Knott et.al. 1996), (Cawsey
1995) a.o. Also at the discourse level, the pay-off of
performing text planning versus using text schemata would
be too negative, at least in the application we envisage the
text structuring task is stereotypical and can be captured in
a schema as exemplified below.

3.1 Templates and schema for the Ecran
application
Thus at sentence level, we will use templates to present the
information. These will be combined (at discourse level)
according to a schema which is indexed on the topic
structure. The topic structure annotated with templates for
our application is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: Topic structure with text templates for the Ecran Total application

It is a schema, as defined in (Hovy 93), i.e. a "frozen text
plan" in which every growth point (node) is optional. 
this application, most nodes correspond to the ontology
concepts, but this is not necessarily the case. The schema
could be more extensive than the topic structure or it could
be that not all the nodes of the topic structure correspond to
an expansion node. In our application some leaf nodes
point further to additional information pages, which are
also introduced by a text template.
The schema contains the maximum text plan, i.e. the text
that would be realised if all agents would be allowed to
maximally contribute to the text. The agent competition
determines how this scheme is pruned. The weights
allocated by the agents to each of the topic branches (as 
result of their relevance and competence score), determines
first their relative importance and ranking, and secondly,
the degree of expansion of each topic branch. By these
mechanisms a balanced text will be produced. The text
production supposes depth-first traversal of each of the
branches of the tree. The order of the branches is free in
principle. However as stated in (Hovy 93), an additional
control mechanism Is required for ordering components of
a text plan. What he defines as the focus, ’the locus of the
principal inferential effort needed to understand the text’
corresponds to our topic agents’ competition score.

Concretely, the algorithm for pruning the topic structure
goes as follows:

(a) for the topic branch with highest relevance score:
realize the complete topic sub-tree

(b) for the other topics: realize the primary leaf only

Realization of the complete subtree also includes the
pointers to further information, as shown on some leaf
nodes of the topic-template structure (Figure 4). To make
the algorithm more sophisticated, this feature could be
made dependent on a particular threshold of the score of
the topic. The primary leaf nodes are indicated on the
figure by a dotted background.

Finally, additional knowledge is needed in order to
combine the templates realizing the leaves of the tree. This
brings us to an interesting issue in natural language
generation: aggregation. As observed in (Reiter 95), there
is an urgent need for more research on that topic. We
briefly introduce in the next section a possible strategy for
resolving that problem based on the observations in the
context of our schema.

3.2 Template aggregation

Simple aggregation rules are included as annotations to the
expansion nodes. There are 3 types of aggregation:

a. simple aggregation without coordination mark
This type refers to the expansion nodes with no annotation,
e.g.

The movie will be shown
on Thursday, November 14th
at Arenberg Galeries.

The sentence is correct with realisation of either one or
both of the branches (leaf components ’date’ and ’place’).
Syntactically, this corresponds to constituent combination.

b. aggregation with a simple coordination mark
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Examples of this type can be found on the expansion nodes
annotated with only a coordination term, e.g.

The movie
features Marilyn Monroe
and was produced by Fassbinder.

In case more than one of the branches under an expansion
node (e.g. production) are realized, the coordination mark
(e.g. ’and’) is obligatory. Syntactically, this aggregation
type corresponds to coordination of 2 sentences with null
realization in the second part of a component higher in the
tree hierarchy (e.g. ’the movie’ as subject of ’was
produced’ is not realized).

c. aggregation with duplication of a template item
Let’s consider an example:

The movie
will be shown on Thursday, November 14th
and will take 90 minutes.

In case of aggregation of 2 branches depending from a
node annotated in the text schema with a template (e.g. the
’programmation’ node is annotated with the template
’will’), this non-null template (which has already been
realized at first traversal down to the first branch) has to be
reiterated when realizing the second branch. Syntactically
this situation corresponds to coordination of 2 sentences
depending from the same modal auxiliary (’will’). This
need for reiteration propagates also to an ’and’ node
depending from an and node with non-null template where
it also has to be realized. This is illustrated in the following
example:

The movie
will take 90 minutes
and will be shown in English version with French
subtitles.

Furthermore, we add a rule to restrict the combinations of
’and’s. Indeed, in order to avoid an accumulation of ’ands’
as in the following example:

? The movie will be shown on November 14th and will
take 90 minutes and will be shown in English version
with French subtitles.

Aggregations with ’and’ are limited to 2 components. The
next one is introduced in a new sentence, where the subject
is pronominalized as in:

The movie will be shown on November 14th and will
take 90 minutes. It will be shown in English version
with French subtitles.

4.Conclusion

In this paper we have outlined an approach toward context-
sensitive navigation in large information spaces. It claims
that natural language is ideally suited to express in a
compact and balanced way why a collection of information
pages are relevant to the user in the context that she is
using the system in. We have illustrated this idea with an
example application, based on an existing information
service. The key to our approach is a model of competition

for attention between software agents, the outcome of
which is reflected in a weighted topic structure, annotated
with text templates. The annotated topic structure is the
basis for generating a context-sensitive navigation node.

Several issues remain to be further investigated. First, all
the elements of the current system (pages, topic structure,
agents) have been properly designed to work together.
However, to realize the full vision of the future network,
our mechanisms should be able to cope with open-ended
and larger collections of pages, topics and agents. This will
require additional mechanisms (from natural language
research and others) to dynamically generate the relations
between topic structures, navigation structure and agents.
A second direction is to exploit the notion of ontology to a
fuller extent. It is clear that, the more a system knows
about the universe of discourse, the more accurate it can
render the context to the user. Ontologies typically reflect
such elements as relations between concepts, constraints on
them, all of which can be (and are) exploited for better text
production.
Related to the previous is the challenge of using more
advanced text generation techniques. Extensive use of
aggregation, for example, must be combined with co-
referencing techniques to avoid repetitions and overly
explicit sentences. A deeper understanding of the user’s
goals, and the relations with the agent goals, must allow to
offer added-value services in pertinent ways. Future work
will also emphasize the historical nature of the context
pane: it should not only reflect the short-term context
related to a single click, but capture the rationale of a
longer series of interactions during a session.
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